Calamos Global Funds - Calamos Emerging
Markets Fund
Sub-fund of Ireland-domiciled open-ended investment company - Ucits III

Fund owner: Calamos Investments
Fund manager/adviser: Calamos Advisors LLC
Named portfolio manager/adviser(s): Team
Contact group: +1 630 245 1363 or www.calamos.com

Latest grading issued July 2012
Fund profile
Launch date
Manager location
Sector
Peer group
Fund benchmark
Fund size

February 2011
Naperville, Illinois
Global emerging markets
Global emerging markets
equities
MSCI Emerging Markets
Index
US$104m (1 May 2012)

Review period 12 months to end-April 2012
Simon Dorricott, Analyst at S&P Capital IQ Fund Research, prepared and is responsible for this
report; the Grading Committee is responsible for the grading.
The following report is based on information taken direct from the group either via interview or as a
written document and augmented by information in the public domain. The sources of performance
data are provided within the report. All opinions are our own.

Fund Research opinion (July 2012)
Calamos is an established, growth-biased investment house based just outside Chicago. The group has
a long history of managing assets in the convertibles and US equity space, but now offers a wider range
of products, including this emerging markets product. The strategy dates back to 2008, although this
fund was only launched in 2011.

Calendar-year decile ranks

Unlike most funds in the peer group, this product includes developed market stocks in its investment
universe. These names must have a significant portion, generally 20 percent or more, of the assets or
revenues of each issuer attributable to emerging market countries. Current examples of holdings in this
portion include Novo Nordisk, Danone, Apple and Barrick Gold. A minimum of 40% exposure is usually
maintained in companies domiciled in emerging markets and, over time, this has averaged close to
50%.
Decile ranking in discrete annual periods. First
decile (highest returns) shown as rank 10,
second decile as rank nine with tenth decile
(lowest returns) as rank one.

Cumulative returns
Fund share class
S&P Capital IQ peer median
Index**
Fund share class rank
** S&P/IFCI Composite USD

Launch
-3.7%
-6.7%
-4.7%
398/1385

Assessment of this investment universe follows the house approach that looks at the whole capital
structure. Stocks are screened to highlight those showing both quality and growth characteristics, with
strong ideas being subject to in-depth analysis and model building. DCF models are run through various
scenarios to obtain fair value estimates. Portfolio construction involves significant input from team
members responsible for stock analysis as well as reflecting the top-down and market-related calls of
the CIOs.
Although not dedicated to emerging markets, the team is reasonably well-resourced, has good
investment experience and has been stable over time.
The portfolio shows a number of characteristics that are common across group-managed products.
There is a strong overweight to IT (+8%) and to consumer staples (+11%), both of which are areas
where the team traditionally finds attractive ideas. Financials is 22% underweight. ROIC is higher
than the benchmark, as the team focuses on high and accelerating cashflow returns on capital, while
debt levels are low. The quality aspect of the approach and the requirements for transparency and
disclosure of company information result in a bias towards larger-cap emerging markets names, while,
in the developed market space, the companies with significant emerging markets exposure are often
multinationals. This gives the fund a clear bias to larger-cap stocks against the MSCI Emerging Markets
index, something that is not usually seen in Calamos products.
Performance relative to benchmark and our GEM peer group is heavily influenced by the developed
market stocks held, which tend to be more resilient in global market downturns. Positioning at the
sector level also plays a part, but, over the short life of the fund, relative returns have been good when
emerging markets performance has been negative, while the fund has generally lagged peers in more
positive conditions. The fund also shows lower volatility than the benchmark.
The application of an established and detailed investment approach, together with the results achieved
so far, lead to an S&P Capital IQ Silver grading.

Performance Data Source - © 2012 Lipper inc. All rights reserved. All statistical data on this report has been run to 30/04/2012 on NAV to NAV basis, with gross
income reinvested, in USD and including the effect of fees and expenses.
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Calamos Global Funds - Calamos Emerging
Markets Fund
Management style

Latest grading issued July 2012
Although benchmarked to the MSCI Emerging Markets index, deviations at sector and country level
can be significant. The investment universe includes names domiciled in developed markets that
Investment style
have a significant portion, generally 20 percent or more, of the assets or revenues of each issuer
Value
Blend
attributable to emerging market countries. A minimum of 40% will be in names domiciled in emerging
markets.
Large-cap
The fund is managed in a team-driven fashion with the co-CIOs providing a top-down framework
of macroeconomic, secular and cyclical themes. The initial investment universe is reduced through
quantitative screens (focus is on credit, valuation, growth metrics and technicals) to allow for more
detailed analysis.
The Calamos approach is to focus on a company's entire capital structure, where fundamental analysis
is conducted on earnings expectations, balance sheet and cashflow strength, management quality
and industry dynamics. Fair value is estimated using cashflow measures under various risk/reward
scenarios, with stocks ranked on a relative and absolute basis.
Risk is managed through detailed knowledge of the 60-80 holdings, with single-stock exposure
kept under 5% and position sizes primarily determined by the risk/reward rather than benchmark
weightings. Derivatives may be used, while cash is typically limited to 5% and currency exposures
remain unhedged.

Growth

Mid-cap
Small-cap

Portfolio characteristics
(1 May 2012)
No. of holdings
% in top 10
Turnover ratio (%)

68
30.5
117

Source: Calamos Advisors LLC

Fund manager & team
Calamos Investments of Naperville, Illinois, is a NASDAQ-listed, family-controlled business founded in
1977 by John Calamos Sr. (CEO) as a specialist convertible fund manager. It has since diversified and
now manages $33bn across US equity, global equity, convertibles, high yield, alternative investments
and other strategies.
John Calamos focuses on the business and top-down views. Co-CIO Nick Calamos is also responsible
for top-down views as well as the process and team, comprising heads of research Jeff Scudieri (17
years' experience) and John Vacko (20 years), five strategy/sector analysts (average 18 years), three
sector analysts (12 years) and eight intermediate analysts (11 years). Staff turnover is very modest.
While there is no separate emerging markets team, Scudieri is designated lead manager, a result of
his greater experience with non-US companies. Decisions remain team-based and are a result of team
consultation and debate.
Jeff Scudieri - MBA finance (DePaul University), BA finance (Northern Illinois University), CFA, joined
Calamos in 1997 and is directly involved in the fundamental analysis of companies, while also
investigating opportunities that meet the firm's long-term philosophy and process. Prior to joining
Calamos, Scudieri worked in shareholder services at Zurich Kemper Investments.

Calendar-year performance

Fund share class
Index**
Median

2008
%
-53.7
-54.9

Rank

2009
%
81.0
74.7

Rank

2010
%
20.6
17.1

Rank

2011
%
-19.0
-20.9

Rank

Year to 30/04/2012
%
Rank
8.5 1474/1551
13.2
12.5

** S&P/IFCI Composite USD
Fund benchmark: MSCI Emerging Markets Index
Share class screened: IE00B4QR1M12 (Ord)
Performance Data Source - © 2012 Lipper inc. All rights reserved. All statistical data on this report has been run to 30/04/2012 on NAV to NAV basis, with gross
income reinvested, in USD and including the effect of fees and expenses.
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Grading Process
To qualify for an interview and potential grading, a fund must have a minimum two-year performance track record (three years for funds-of-hedgefunds). New funds, funds with less than two years’ performance record and specialist funds can be analysed and included providing independent
verifiable performance data is supplied.
The starting point for a grading is an initial quantitative screen based on performance data obtained from Lipper Inc or elsewhere. For long-only funds,
discrete annual performance comparisons are made, as opposed to cumulative returns over a three-year period. Relative performance of funds within
each sector is ranked by decile.
This quantitative screen captures approximately the top 20% of funds in each sector, depending on the size of the sector. For funds-of-hedge-funds the
screen is based on the fund’s risk/reward objective.
For more information on the fund grading process please visit our website at www.funds-info.standardandpoors.com.

Symbols and Definitions
Active funds
Grading bands for long-only funds
Platinum
Gold
Silver

The fund demonstrates the highest standards of quality in its sector based on its investment process and management's consistency
of performance as compared to funds with similar objectives.
The fund demonstrates very high standards of quality in its sector based on its investment process and management's consistency
of performance as compared to funds with similar objectives.
The fund demonstrates high standards of quality in its sector based on its investment process and management's consistency of
performance as compared to funds with similar objectives.

Grading bands for Fund-of-hedge-funds / Absolute return / Specialist funds
Platinum
Gold
Silver

The fund demonstrates the highest standards of quality based on its investment process, risk awareness and consistency of
performance relative to its own objectives.
The fund demonstrates very high standards of quality based on its investment process, risk awareness and consistency of
performance relative to its own objectives.
The fund demonstrates high standards of quality based on its investment process, risk awareness and consistency of performance
relative to its own objectives.

Grading bands for Ucits III flexible beta funds
Platinum
Gold
Silver

The fund demonstrates the highest standards of quality based on its investment process, risk awareness and consistency relative to
its own objectives and relative to comparable flexible beta funds.
The fund demonstrates very high standards of quality based on its investment process, risk awareness and consistency relative to its
own objectives and relative to comparable flexible beta funds.
The fund demonstrates high standards of quality based on its investment process, risk awareness and consistency relative to its own
objectives and relative to comparable flexible beta funds.

Bond gradings
V

Bond fund volatility gradings of V1 to V6 reflect S&P Capital IQ’s current opinion of a fund’s sensitivity to changing market
conditions. A volatility grading evaluates a fund’s sensitivity to interest rate movement, credit risk, investment diversification or
concentration, liquidity, leverage and other factors. For the V1 to V4 categories, risk is considered relative to a portfolio composed
of government securities denominated in the base currency of the fund.

Absolute return gradings
N

The N grading is S&P Capital IQ's indication of a fund's potential capital stability in normal markets. It is a qualitative grading but is
based on annualised weekly downside deviation. N1 is the most stable, and N9 the least stable grading.

Continued on next page
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Symbols and Definitions (continued)
Passive funds
Platinum
Gold
Silver

The fund demonstrates the highest standards of quality based on its investment process, risk management and consistency of
performance as compared to its benchmark index and other passive funds with a similar benchmark.
The fund demonstrates very high standards of quality based on its investment process, risk management and consistency of
performance as compared to its benchmark index and other passive funds with a similar benchmark.
The fund demonstrates high standards of quality in its sector based on its investment process, risk management and consistency of
performance as compared to its benchmark index and other passive funds with a similar benchmark.

Applicable to both active and passive funds
Bronze

A previously graded fund where a newly appointed fund manager or team does not yet have the required 12 months’ relevant
investment management experience to achieve a Silver grading or higher.
Grading On Hold A grading is placed On Hold when a significant change occurs at the fund manager or fund management team level and S&P Capital
IQ has not yet had the opportunity to evaluate the impact on the qualitative appraisal.
Grading Removed A previously graded fund is classified Grading Removed when a significant change occurs at the fund manager or fund management
team level sufficient for the fund to no longer meet the standards to achieve a grading.
LTG recognition A long-term grading (LTG) denotes a fund that has achieved an S&P Capital IQ fund grading at Platinum, Gold or Silver level in each
of the last five or 10 consecutive years.

Disclaimer & disclosure

This is a marketing communication for professional clients only; and (a) has not been prepared in accordance with legal
requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research using a defined gradings process; and (b) is
not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of investment research.

This is a marketing communication; and (a) has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the independence of
investment research; and (b) is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of investment research.
This report has been produced by McGraw-Hill Financial Research Europe Limited which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Authority
in the United Kingdom and trades as S&P Capital IQ.
For residents of the U.K. - This report is only directed at and should only be relied on by persons outside of the United Kingdom or persons who
are inside the United Kingdom and who have professional experience of participating in unregulated schemes or who are high net worth persons,
as defined in Article 14(5) or Article 22(2) (a) to (d) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (promotion of CIS) (Exemptions) Order 2005,
respectively.
This report does not constitute an offer of services in jurisdictions where Standard & Poor’s or its affiliates do not have the necessary licences.
S&P Capital IQ provides fund reports and services as a paid service to fund issuers, fund manager, investors and other financial services professionals.
It applies rigorous criteria to arrive at a fund’s grading, and supporting analytics and commentary. S&P Capital IQ’s fund reports are based mainly
on public information. We do not audit the information and we may rely on unaudited information when we prepare the reports which are for
professional clients as defined by the FSA. Past fund performance is no guarantee of future performance and we accept no responsibility if, in reliance
on a report, you act or fail to act in a particular way. A near final draft of the fund report was disclosed to the fund manager prior to publication for
factual verification only, and could have been amended by them. The fund grading applies for one year from date of award however, S&P Capital IQ
reserves the right to change the grading during that time. In circumstances where a corporate event or significant change to the fund management’s
team, strategy or process occurs, the fund grading may be withdrawn and the fund placed On Hold.
This material is not intended as an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any security or other financial instrument. Securities, financial
instruments or strategies mentioned herein may not be suitable for all investors. Any opinions expressed herein are given in good faith, are subject
to change without notice, and are only current as of the stated date of their issue. Prices, values, or income from any securities or investments
mentioned in this report may fall against the interests of the investor and the investor may get back less than the amount invested. This material is
not intended for any specific investor and does not take into account your particular investment objectives, financial situations or needs and is not
intended as a recommendation of particular securities, financial instruments or strategies to you.
We may be paid for our products and services, normally by the fund issuer which whom we would have a contract. Our fees are based on the analysis
and time involved in the research process and are not conditional on awarding a fund a grading. S&P Capital IQ and our affiliates provide a wide
range of services to, or relating to, many organizations, including issuers of securities, investment advisers, broker-dealers, investment banks, other
financial institutions and financial intermediaries, and accordingly may receive fees or other economic benefits from those organizations, including
organizations whose securities or services we grade, or provide model portfolio services to, evaluate or otherwise address.
S&P Capital IQ keeps certain activities of its business units separate from each other in order to preserve the objectivity of its respective activities. As
a result, certain business units of S&P Capital IQ’s may have information that is not available to other S&P Capital IQ business units. S&P Capital IQ
has established policies and procedures to maintain the confidentiality of certain non-public information received in connection with each analytical
process.
The funds described in this report are generally not available to US investors and are only available to US investors, if at all, who are “accredited
investors” as that term is defined in Section 501 of Regulation D of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended or to investors who are deemed to be
“qualified purchasers” as that term is used in Rule 2a51-1 under the Investment Company Act of 1940.
The views expressed in a report reflect our grading committee’s views and the committee’s compensation is not related to specific grading or to the
views expressed in a report. Copyright © 2012 Standard & Poor’s Financial Services LLC, a subsidiary of The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. All rights
reserved. No part of this publication shall be reproduced, stored in any retrieval system or transmitted in any form electronic or otherwise without
the prior written consent of S&P. Any part of the publication by S&P of which this page is a part is made accessible subject to the terms and conditions
which are accessible at the url address below (“S&P Terms”) - by accessing and viewing this page and/or and pages associated with or attached to it
you accept the S&P Terms. Go to http://www.funds-info.standardandpoors.com.
With respect to reports issued to clients in Europe and in the case of inconsistencies between the English and German, French, Spanish, Italian or
Dutch versions of a report, the English version prevails. Neither S&P Capital IQ nor its affiliates guarantee the accuracy of the translation. Assumptions,
opinions and estimates constitute our judgment as of the date of this material and are subject to change without notice.
© S&P Capital IQ Fund Research.
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This report is issued subject to the laws of England and all matters arising from it or its use shall be subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of the Courts of
England. Because of the possibility of human or mechanical error by our sources, S&P or others, we can’t guarantee the accuracy of any information
and are not responsible for any errors.
For residents of Switzerland – In the event that the underlying products covered in this report are collective investment schemes within the meaning
of the Federal Act on Collective Investment Schemes ("CISA"), it cannot be excluded that the dissemination and distribution of this report may qualify
as indirect marketing and/or distribution of the underlying collective investment schemes. Collective investment schemes covered in this report may
not be authorised for public distribution in Switzerland and, as a consequence, any dissemination and onward distribution must comply with the
applicable private placement exemptions. In such event, this report is only directed at and should only be relied on by Qualified Investors within the
meaning of art. 10 para. 3 CISA.
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